
as well as to a peerage, by the Prime Minister.
A number of voices have been raised, demanding that

precedent be tossed aside, and that the full text of Lord
Goldsmith’s judgment on the war be published. Former Brit- Attempt To Trigger
ish Prime Minister John Major stated, on Feb. 29, that the
controversy was “poisoning the whole political atmosphere,” CivilWar Fails in Iraq
and that “ this poison needs to be let out of the system”
by its publication. Lord Alexander, chairman of the legal byMuriel Mirak-Weissbach
organization Justice and a past chairman of the Bar, has
demanded publication, asserting “ this was the most impor-

Someone certainly wants civil war in Iraq. The atrocities com-tant legal opinion given in the last quarter of a century”
in Britain. mitted against Shi’ ite worshippers on March 2, at holy sites

in Baghdad and Kerbala, could have no other motivation thanSpeaking to EIR Feb. 29, Labour Party parliamentarian
Tam Dalyell, longest-serving member of the House of Com- to pit Shi’ ites against Sunnis. It was only the firm authority

of the highest religious Shi’a leadership, Ayatollah Ali al-mons, proclaimed that the Goldsmith decision must be pub-
lished, because “ this is a vital matter, of war and peace. . . . Husseini al-Sistani—echoed by his Sunni counterparts—

which prevented a spiral of revenge and counter-revengeThe fundamental issue brought to the fore by the Gun case, is
that the Iraq war is an illegal pre-emptive war.” lynchings. Al-Sistani called for calm and national unity;

Sunni scholars also refused to fall into the trap, as their reli-Indeed, at the time, the Goldsmith decision of mid-March
2003 was a key factor in swinging a hesitant portion of the gious leaders in Falluja issued appeals for blood donations to

save Shi’ ites’ lives in Kerbala and Baghdad.British Parliament and the British public behind going to war.
The other key factor in shifting sentiment was the hyped-up It was well known beforehand that 2-3 million Shi’ ites

were expected to gather in the holy city of Kerbala on Marchclaims about the Iraqi weapons threat—claims which have,
since then, been thoroughly debunked as bogus. 2, on the anniversary of the martyrdom of the third Imam,

Hussein. Hussein, who was the grandson of the Prophet Mo-
hammad, was killed at Kerbala by the army of Caliph YazidAnother Cheney Dirty Deed?

Yet another angle to the story has been introduced by in 680. Hussein’s father, Ali, had been murdered 19 years
earlier, leading to the central schism in Islam between SunniLabour peer, Baroness Helena Kennedy of The Shaws, herself

a prominent barrister. In a new book released in early March, and Shi’a. After Ali’s death, the Umayyads had moved the
caliphate to Damascus and established a kingdom, with hered-Just Law, she writes: “ In the weeks before the war, the British

Government conveyed to Washington its concerns about the itary succession. Hussein rejected this, and resisted thousands
of soldiers who had surrounded him and his family memberswar, explaining that the preponderance of its legal opinion

was that war would be unlawful without a second resolution and followers. He was ordered to return to Medina, but re-
fused. In the ensuing seven-day battle, he was killed, his headof the Security Council.” The response from Washington to

the British government, she reports, was “get yourself some severed and sent to Eygpt, while his body was buried in
Kerbala, in the shrine dedicated to him.different lawyers.”

In a Feb. 29 interview with Britain’s GMTV, Baroness Imam Hussein is revered as a great martyr, as important
for Shi’ ite (and other) Muslims as Joan of Arc for the French,Kennedy questioned the way in which Attorney General Lord

Goldsmith came up with his advice that the war would be or Christ for all Christians. His resistance was not only reli-
gious, but highly political. It is said that his killers have beenlegal. She told GMTV, based on information from a Whitehall

source, that after receiving Washington’s view, Lord Gold- long gone and forgotten, while Hussein continues to change
history every day and every year. He is known for havingsmith turned to one lawyer of “hawkish” views, outside the

“circle” of the majority of legal opinion, Professor Christo- been willing to give his life for a principle.
pher Greenwood of the London School of Economics, and
based his opinion on that one lawyer’s view. “ It was interest- Demonstrations for National Elections

The commemorations slated for Kerbala, and in Baghdading,” she noted, “ that out of, probably, only two [British]
lawyers who would have argued for the legality of going at the al-Khadimiyya shrine (where two Shi’ ite religious fig-

ures, Imam Musa Kazem and his grandson Imam Muhammedto war, one of those was the person to whom the attorney
general turned.” al-Jawad, are buried), were particularly significant; it was the

first time in decades that Iraq’s Shi’ ites had been able to freelyThe relevant question to be asked, is whether the “Wash-
ington” view reported by Baroness Kennedy, originated from observe this holy day. One day earlier, largely ignored by

international media, political demonstrations had taken placeVice President Dick Cheney, or from one of Cheney’s staff or
neo-conservative circle. As EIR has extensively documented, in Kerbala and elsewhere to denounce the foreign occupation;

British, American, and Israeli flags were demonstrativelyCheney is no stranger to flouting the law.
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burned. At least 100,000 people demonstrated in Baghdad have intelligence that shows there are some linkages between
Zarqawi and former regime elements, particularly the Iraqion March 1, calling for elections. Supreme Council for the

Islamic Revolution in Iraq leader Abdul Aziz al-Hakim pre- intelligence services.” Other U.S. officials, led by Iraq pro-
consul Paul Bremer, fell into step, promptly declaring,sented the policy of Ayatollay al-Sistani, that national elec-

tions must be held as soon as possible. “Zarqawi did it.”
Zarqawi is said to be a Jordanian militant Islamist withThen, on the holiest Shi’ ite holiday, explosions ripped

through the shrines in the capital and Kerbala, leaving hun- links to al-Qaeda. Prominent press coverage had been given
to the news, weeks ago, that a courier of Zarqawi’s had beendreds of dead and wounded. As noted by the Neue Zürcher

Zeitung on March 4, in another setting, revenge murders intercepted by the U.S. forces, with a CD containing a mes-
sage by the terrorist. In it, he had vowed to ignite civil strifewould have occurred. The response of Ayatollah al-Sistani,

issued immediately, was crucial: “While we lay the responsi- between the Sunnis and the Shi’a, in Iraq. How the message
was intercepted, who the courier was, whether or not the re-bility on the occupying forces, for their foot-dragging and

laxity in controlling the borders of Iraq and preventing infil- cording is authentic—all are big question marks.
Nasrullah of the Hezbollah in Lebanon called the bluff ontration from neighboring countries, and for not enhancing the

national security forces, who are assigned to provide security al-Qaeda, challenging them, if they were behind the attacks,
to come out and explain to Muslims worldwide why theyfor the nation, and enabling the competent elements, provid-

ing them with equipment and logistics which are necessary to should applaud such vile murder. In response, an “al-Qaeda”
office abroad issued a statement, denying any involvement.carry out their mission; we call on all the sons of the Iraqi

people, to exercise more caution and to be aware of the General Abizaid testified that the United States had had
prior intelligence that the attacks would occur. “ I believe theschemes of the enemy and of those who have ambitions in

our country; and I urge them to work seriously, to close ranks plan was for even greater carnage,” he said, “and I think that
joint action between Americans and Iraqis prevented thatand speak with one voice, in order to bring about a quick

return, to this wounded country, of its sovereignty, indepen- from happening, and we had better cooperation among vari-
ous groups throughout Iraq in terms of security than isdence, and stability.”

Al-Sistani’s remarks were echoed by those of the secre- widely reported.”
It might be asked, what prior intelligence Israel mighttary general of the Scholars of Iraq, Harith al-Dhari, a Sunni

leader, whose brother was recently killed in a crime attibuted have had? Several regional experts have noted that the Sharon
wing in Israel, along with the neo-conservatives in Washing-to “Shi’ ites.” Speaking on television, al-Dhari said the

bloodletting in Kerbala and Baghdad had been the responsi- ton, share the view that if Iraq is blown up in civil war, it can
easily be partitioned in three parts, à la Henry Kissinger’sbility of the U.S. and its agents. A statement by Iranian Su-

preme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei also placed the blame public argument.
The Zarqawi cover story is dismissed by government of-on the occupying forces. Khamenei added, “ Iraq’s political

and cultural scholars should make every effort to oust the ficials in the region, who say that the details being put out by
the Americans are “mythical.” One profile provided to EIR isoccupiers and establish a national, Islamic government in

Iraq.” And Lebanese Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrullah de- that al-Zarqawi is a Jordanian anti-Shi’ ia fanatic, whose ac-
tual name is Fadel al-Khalayleh, and who has been traced tonounced an occupation plot behind the bombings.
Pakistan in the 1980s, before going to Afghanistan.

At the same time, there is clearly no underlying inter-Who Are the Perpetrators?
Whoever was materially behind the suicide bombings at Muslim civil conflict going on, despite the claims put out by

the Samuel Huntington-Bernard Lewis clash of civilizationsin Baghdad and Kerbala, the responsibility does lie at the
doorstep of the occupying powers. Angry Iraqis made this school, that this is “natural.”

There is a crucial overlooked element—a British doubleclear as they pelted stones at U.S. tanks in Baghdad; it is the
Americans who started the war and imposed the occupation. game, with Israeli involvement. Some force wants bloody

destabilization, and the British—who are both “with” theOne assumption shared by the entire population, is that such
an atrocity could not have been the work of Iraqis, or reli- United States in Iraq, and “against” it—have a history of

such double operations. The British want to secure a futuregious Muslims.
The line immediately put out by the occupying powers advantage for themselves, playing off a major embarrassment

for the United States, which is already hated throughout thewas, predictably, that it was al-Qaeda. Speaking immediately
after the events, Vice President Cheney told American televi- Middle East. As to the Israeli government, regional sources

report that it is in a campaign to systematically eliminate allsion that almost certainly, al-Qaeda and Abu Mussab al-
Zarqawi were the guilty parties. Central Command chief Gen. moderate Shi’ ites in Iraq, leaving only the most radical forces,

who would be an excuse for new repression, brutalization,John Abizaid, testifying before the House Armed Services
Committee on March 4, was specific: “We have clear intelli- and extending the occupation. This mode of killing the moder-

ates is what the Ariel Sharon and Eretz Israel forces have longgence,” he said, “ that ties Zarqawi to this attack. We also
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used against the Palestinian leadership.
The British and Israeli motives are coherent with the dirty

operations of the U.S. neo-conservative networks, which use
terrorism as covert warfare to secure their policy objectives. WhyAfghanistan Is
The Political Battle Begins Becoming aNarco-State

Responsible Iraqi leaders, including religious authorities,
remain focussed on wielding their authority to force through by RamtanuMaitra
a political solution.

Just prior to the attacks, the Iraqi Governing Council had
Within a few weeks, Afghan farmers in the southern andreached an agreement, under immense pressure from Bremer,

on an interim constitution, to allow for the formal transfer of southeastern part of the country will start harvesting poppy.
If the annual wailing of the United Nations Office on Drugssovereignty by June 30. Disagreement over the basis for law,

as well as the role of the Kurdish autonomous area, had led to and Crime (UNODC) and U.S lawmakers are interpreted
right, Afghanistan is going to have a bumper crop; that meansa walkout by Shi’ ite members on the eve of the Feb. 28 dead-

line set by Bremer. Under enhanced pressure, a compromise it would exceed last year’s monstrous crop of 3,600 tons and
cross the 4,000 ton mark. Afghanistan remains the world’sformula was found, whereby Islam would be “a” (rather than

“ the” ) source of law, no laws would be passed that violated largest source of illicit opium, a new UNODC survey reported
on October 29, 2003.Islam, and the principle of federation would be upheld, with-

out any details given regarding Kurdish claims. The Kurds Similar wailings were heard last year at this time, and
have simply become a ritual. The United States has no will,were allowed to maintain their militias, the peshmerga, a con-

cession which did not please the Shi’ ite representatives, no determination, and no plan—as Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld acknowledged at a Pentagon press conference lastwhose militias have been outlawed. Elections were slated to

be held by the end of 2004, or in January 2005 at the latest. September—to deal with Afghan drug production.
The tolerance of this U.S. “ally” as the world’s dominantDespite continuing disagreement, all signed, including

the Shi’ ites, who have been following the guidance of al- opium producer goes higher than Rumsfeld and farther than
the “hands-off” attitude he expressed. Since the New YorkSistani. This was done for political reasons, according to

sources in Iran; that is, after having received the guarantee of Stock Exchange’s notorious mega-millionaire Richard
Grasso and associates made their infamous “business visit”elections as demanded, Ayatollah al-Sistani aims at forcing

through its implementation, in order to establish an elected to the leaders of the FARC narco-terrorist cartel in the Colom-
bian jungle in 1999, it has been the case that this driver ofgovernment which can end the occupation. The aim is to force

the occupying military forces to leave. worldwide war—narcotics traffic—is also a key driver of
the international banking system. Grasso and company went,If the United States were to renege on its promises, and/

or to attempt the merely cosmetic transfer of sovereignty cur- then, to get FARC narco-dollars invested in New York mar-
kets; the International Monetary Fund policy on debts hasrently on Washington’s agenda, the combined force of the

Shi’ ite and Sunni religious authorities, whose cooperation has consistently pushed nations to “access” illegal drug proceeds
for their GDP and their international debt repayment capabili-been consolidated by the tragic March 2 events, could bring

millions of Iraqis into the streets. Awareness of this fact has ties. There is fierce banking competition for narco-dollars—
one of the biggest sources of cash flow in the world today, atforced the occupation to make the concessions it has made

thus far, but they will not suffice. a time when the dollar-based financial system faces collapse.
During 1995-99, the global production of both opium andA provoked civil war will not work. In fact, there is no

basis in Iraqi history for such a Shi’ ite-Sunni conflict. And coca declined, due to drastic reductions achieved by both
Bolivia and Peru, and Burmese government interdictionthe corollary to this fact is that the occupation will not func-

tion. The only rational and just solution lies in the withdrawal which cut opium production there by about half. But since
1996, the production of opium in Afghanistan zoomed in theof the occupying forces, with the transfer of responsibility for

overseeing elections, to the United Nations. opposite direction, from less than 1,500 tons to the near-4,000
tons estimated for 2003; and Colombian coca production shot
up by 126% from 1995-99 under the increasing direction of

FOR A Richard Grasso’s prospective business partners in the FARC.
The UN survey found that in 2003, Afghanistan produced

three-quarters of the world’s illicit opium, as it did in 2002.DIALOGUE OF CULTURES
The area under opium poppy cultivation increased by 8%,

www.schillerinstitute.org from 74,000 hectares in 2002 to 80,000 in 2003; and opium
production increased by 6 percent from 3,400 to 3,600 tons,
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